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An Apparent Constant LGRB Metallicity Distribution Across Redshifts z < 2.5 

Abstract
Recent improvements in the population of Long-duration Gamma Ray Burst

 (LGRB) host galaxies with measured metallicities and host masses allows us
 to investigate how the distributions of both these properties change with

 redshift. First, out to z < 2.5, we exclude strong redshift dependent differences
 in the relative mass and metallicity population sampling rates.  We then find a
 curious consistency in the metallicity distribution across different redshifts.
 This is at odds with the general evolution in the mass metallicity relation of

 typical galaxies, which become progressively more metal poor with
 increasing redshift at constant mass.  By converting the measured LGRB host

 masses and redshifts to expected metallicities for a typical galaxy of each
 such mass and redshift, we further find that the increase in LGRB host galaxy

 mass distribution with redshift seen in the Perley et al. (2016) SHOALS
 sample is consistent with that needed to preserve the observed, non-evolving
 LGRB metallicity distribution.  However the estimated LGRB host metallicity

 distribution is approximately a quarter dex higher than the measured
 metallicity distribution at all redshifts.  This corresponds to about a factor of
 two in raw metallicity and resolves much of the difference between the LGRB
 formation metallicity cutoff of about a third solar in Graham & Fruchter (2017)

 with the cutoff value of solar implied by Perley et al. (2016) in favor of the
 former.  As LGRB hosts do not follow the general mass metallicity relation,

 there is no substitute for actually measuring their metallicities! 

The mass metallicity
 relation fits for different
 redshifts of Zahid et al.
 (2013) Figure 1 (thick
 dashed lines) with our
 estimated metallicity

 results for a
 continuous range of
 galaxy masses and

 matching redshift bins
 (thin continuous lines)
 overplotted. The fitting

 is deliberately kept 
     approximate to  

      avoid over-fitting. 

The redshift distribution of various LGRB samples scaled as labeled
 such that the distributions are approximately 60 at redshift 2.5 which

 provides reasonable agreement across the lower redshift range.  
 

Before we can explore the metallicity distribution of LGRBs as a
 function of redshift we need to account for the effect of redshift on

 the completeness of the differing LGRB populations. To achieve this
 we cumulatively plot the redshifts of the different LGRB populations.

 In a typical cumulative distributions plot we would normalize the
 populations so as to allow for comparison of populations with

 different numbers of objects. Here however we are faced with some
 samples with a redshift range that ends far before others. 

 

The purpose of this plot is to compare the redshift distributions of
 different LGRB samples and find any discrepancies beyond that

 different samples have a different total number of objects.  Notably
 we find a gap in metallicity measurement at z ~ 2 and divergence at  

z > 2.5 but that the samples are otherwise surprisingly consistent. 
 

We note that we cannot fully exclude the possibly of luminosity
 biases, particularly in the sample of objects with metallicity

 measurement, and are surprised they have not noticeably skewed the
 redshift distributions.  Thus while we cannot fully exclude the

 possibility of complicated luminosity biases balanced by increasing
 SSFR with redshift producing the effect, we think the likelihood that it
 would produce a metallicity distribution that is constant seems very
 unlikely.  We also do not find large differences across redshift in the
 relative rate of metallicity measurement as a function of metallicity

 which a luminosity bias would likely produce. 
 

Measured (black) and estimated (grey)
 metallicities from the figure above showing the
 entire z < 2.5 redshift range. A green box with a
 width of 0.25 dex is overplotted. This resolves

 much of the difference between the LGRB
 formation metallicity cutoff of about a third
 solar in Graham & Fruchter (2017) with the

 cutoff value of approximately solar implied by
 Perley et al. (2016) in favor of the former.  

Cumulative distribution of redshift 
 binned metallicities estimated from host

 galaxy mass and redshift using a 
 2-dimensional fit of Zahid et al. (2013) plot

 shown to the right. 

Cumulative distribution of measured LGRB host
 metallicities binned by redshift from the combined

 samples of Krühler et al. (2015) and Graham & Fruchter
 (2013). All metallicities are calculated using the R23

 diagnostic and Kobulnicky & Kewley 2004 (KK04) scale. 

Conclusions
 

The metallicity distribution of LGRBs does not seem to evolve with redshift
 unlike the metallicity distribution of star-formation in typical galaxies where
 at constant mass metallicity decreases with increasing redshift. 

! ! ! This Is Very Weird ! ! ! 
 

An investigation of sample redshift distributions shows surprisingly reasonable
 consistency between samples.  While we cannot fully exclude the possibility of
 complicated luminosity biases balanced by increasing SSFR producing the effect,
 that it would produce a metallicity distribution that is constant seems very unlikely. 
 

Assuming our results to be true, this suggests that while some LGRBs form in high
 metallicity galaxies these galaxies are not representative of the typical star-forming
 galaxy population.  One possibility is that high metallicity LGRB hosts are the result
 of merging low metallicity galaxies. 
 

We also find that the difference in the metallicity cutoff of about a third to half solar
 in Graham & Fruchter (2015) vs. about solar in Perley et al. (2016) can largely be
 explained in favor of the former due to the difference between using measured
 metallicity values vs. estimating metallicities from the mass metallicity relation. 

Cumulative
 distribution of

 LGRB host galaxy
 mass values

 binned by redshift
 from the

 combined
 samples of

 Svensson et al.
 (2010) and Perley

 et al. (2016). 


